
 
 

 
 
 
 

Offer 2019 
 
 
 

Convivial tour 
 
Group tour for 1 to 12 people (larger groups on demand) 
From Tuesday to Saturday – by appointment only 
Last: approx. 1h15 
Fees: 8€/pers. 
 

Formerly the heart of a fortified farm, the château dates from the 13th century. Everything leads us to 
believe that the Aiguilhe seigneury was vast, with several large fiefs. Located on the frontier between 
areas occupied by the French and English during the Hundred Years' War, the château had a major 
strategic role … Today, the estate covers 140 hectares, including 90 planted with vines. The vines grow 
exclusively on the plateau, where they benefit from a beautiful Terroir which, combined with the 
knowledge of our Team, ensures remarkable conditions for producing quality wine. 
 
This tour, which blends History and explanations about the Terroir, will help the visitor 

to understand what makes a wine unique. Combined with the discovery of the vatroom and the remarquable aging 
cellar, this very rich tour will be ended by a tasting of two wines from Château d’Aiguilhe in our new tasting room / 
shop. 
 
 
 

Like at home 
 
"Privatized" tasting visit for 2 to 8 people 
From Tuesday to Saturday - by appointment only 
Last: approx. 1h30 
Fees: 15€/pers. (tapas option: 5€/pers.) 
 

Who has never dreamed of having a castle just for themselves? For an hour and a half, this visit 
allows you to live this unique experience: enjoy a personalized welcome, leave your belongings in the 
dressing room and let yourself be carried by a visit adapted to your interests. Fancy a tasting in the 
small lounge or on the terrace? A musical atmosphere? Something to nibble? You choose, it's your 
moment! 
 
This technical course allows you to benefit from a dedicated guide to discover the 
vineyards and facilities at the pace and according to the participants' expectations. 
The tour ends with a tasting of 3 wines from Château d'Aiguilhe that can be 

accompanied by a tapas plate (charcuterie and/or cheeses). 
 
 
 
 

Information and booking: 
 

Château d’Aiguilhe 
33350 Saint Philippe d’Aiguilhe 

 
aiguilhe@neipperg.com  
0033 (0)5 57 40 63 56 
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